
INSTALLATION GUIDE

34502 PETERBILT STATIONARY BUCKET SEAT
STATIONARY PASSENGER SEAT WITH INSIDE ARMREST COVER



Your new seat covers are covered by a 
two-year, unconditional, no B.S. warranty.

That means that if you manage to abuse 
them to a point that they can’t perform like 
they’re supposed to within two years of when 
you bought them, we’ll make it right.
Depending on what is more practical, we’ll 
either repair or replace the damaged cover.

Basically, you break it, we buy it. 
Seriously.



CONTENTS IN PACKAGE

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
q 1 - Install Seat Back Cover.
q  1.1 Turn seat back cover 3/4 of the way inside out.
q  1.2 Pull cover over seat back, pulling tight against top of seat.
q  1.3 Continue pulling the cover over the seat back, unrolling it as you go.
q  1.4 Attach Velcro flaps under arm rest.  You may need to work the arm rest back and forth to get the seam  
     to meet up.
q  1.4.1 Push front flap of cover between seat back and seat bottom.
q  1.4.2 Pull flap tight and fasten to Velcro on seat back.
q 2 - Install Seat Bottom Cover.
q  2.1 Place seat bottom cover over bottom of seat.
q  2.2 Push flap on top of cover between seat back and seat bZottom.
q  2.3 Push front flap under seat bottom.  Flap must go over all seat brackets.
q  2.4 Push strings from side flaps under the seat.  Strings must go underneath brackets that attach seat back  
     to seat bottom.
q  2.5 Tie strings behind seat.
q    2.5.1 Pull strings tight.
q  2.5.2 Tie a loop in one string, close to the edge of the seat.
q    2.5.3 Run the other string through the loop and pull as tight as possible.  This is    
  what keeps your seat bottom from shifting.
q    2.5.4 Tie string back on itself.
q  2.6 Pull flap from front of seat cover tight and fasten to Velcro on back of seat bottom.
            

    Congratulations!  You are finished.

For Assistance Call Us At 507.246.3545

q 1 - Passenger Seat Back Cover                                                                                                                                
q 1 - Passenger Seat Bottom Cover          
q 1 - Armrest Cover



For Assistance Call Us At 507.246.3545

1.2 - Cover inside out and on 1.3 - Pull cover over seat back

2.6 - Push flap over brackets

2.2 - Push flap through to back2.1 - Put cover on seat bottom

1.6 - Fasten flap to back of seat1.5 - Push flap through to back

2.8.2 - Secure strings with StringLock 
(see next page)



THE STRINGLOCK

Run one string through the channel on the 
end of the StringLock.

Pull the string tight, pulling the StringLock 
towards one edge of the seat.  Press the 
string into the clamp, locking it in place.

Run the second string through the 
StringLock just like the other one.

Pull the loose end of the second string until 
everthing is tight and lock it into place as 
well.
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Watch the video 
ttcovers.com/stringlock




